IRONSCALES Bolsters Its Advanced Phishing Threat Prevention Platform
With Non-Blocking Cloud-Native API Deployment
Leader in anti-phishing technologies broadens its mailbox-level anomaly detection, automated
incident response and threat intelligence sharing modules to all endpoints using G-Suite and
MS Office 365.
TEL AVIV, Israel (PRWEB) May 02, 2018 -- IRONSCALES, the world’s first automated phishing prevention,
detection and response platform, today announced the availability of non-blocking cloud-native API
deployment for all of its anti-email phishing modules. Now with no physical plugins required, the platform’s
award-winning mailbox-level anomaly detection, automated incident response and threat intelligence sharing
solutions can be installed on any mobile device and tablet using G-Suite and MS Office 365 with a seamless
two-click implementation process. By eliminating the need to change Domain Name System (DNS) MX
records, the IRONSCALES platform becomes the first anti-email phishing technology to ensure maximum
deliverability of non-malicious emails while also eliminating time-consuming implementation from SOC and
security teams.
“It was imperative for us to offer non-blocking cloud-native API deployment as more and more companies are
choosing to move their essential email services to the cloud and are looking for a fast and non-intrusive process
to deploy,” said Eyal Benishti, IRONSCALES’ founder and CEO. “Now, businesses can implement the entire
IRONSCALES anti-phishing platform in just two-clicks and begin to bolster their email security in ways that
Google and Microsoft are unable to provide. With the ability to utilize all IRONSCALES modules on any
device and tablet, businesses can promptly build an even stronger phishing defense foundation to stop
sophisticated attacks faster than ever before.”
With IRONSCALES native cloud support customers can now enjoy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Business Email Compromise (BEC) detection in real-time
Immediate in-mail alerts of impersonation attempt for users
Immediate blocking of malicious links and attachments
Automated forensics of suspicious and user-reported emails
One-click response/Clawback for the security team

Benefits of non-blocking cloud-native API deployment include:
- Rapid implementation in just two clicks on any endpoint using G-Suite or MS Office 365
- No MX records changes required
- Maximum deliverability of all non-malicious emails
- No Microsoft Outlook or Chrome plugin installation on the endpoints required
- Silent upgrades
- Platform agnostic (Windows or Mac)
- Mobile and tablet compatible
“The cloud-native API deployment has made it significantly easier for us to extend IRONSCALES antiphishing platform to more of our employee's endpoints, including tablets and mobile devices," said Itzik
Menashe, VP of Global IT & Infosec at Telit. "With a rapid implementation process that is directly in cloud and
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requires no installation, we can provide our workers with unprecedented phishing mitigation technology in no
time."
The IRONSCALES platform seamlessly integrates with G-Suite and Microsoft Office365 environments for
those customers looking to bolster their anti-phishing and email security. The platform was specifically built to
automatically prevent, detect and respond to sophisticated spear-phishing attacks that can now easily evade
secure email gateways and other legacy email security tools. IRONSCALES combines micro-learning phishing
simulation and awareness training (IronSchool), with advanced mailbox-level anomaly detection (IronSights),
automated phishing forensics & incident response (IronTraps) and real-time automated actionable intelligence
sharing (Federation) technologies. By providing protection at every stage of an email phishing attack,
IRONSCALES’ customers reduce the time from email phishing attack discovery to enterprise-wide remediation
from days, weeks or months to just seconds, with little to no security team involvement.
For more information on IRONSCALES, visit www.ironscales.com. To learn why industry analyst Ovum calls
the IRONSCALES’ phishing prevention, detection and response platform one to watch “for their potential
impact on markets and could be suitable for certain enterprise and public sector IT organizations,” visit
https://ironscales.com/ovum_landing/.
About IRONSCALES
IRONSCALES is the leader in anti-email phishing technologies. Using a multi-layered and automated approach
starting at the mailbox-level to prevent, detect and respond to today’s sophisticated email phishing attacks,
IRONSCALES expedites the time from phishing attack discovery to enterprise-wide remediation from months
to seconds, by significantly reducing the workload on incident responders. Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel,
IRONSCALES was founded by a team of security researchers, IT and penetration testing experts, as well as
specialists in the field of effective interactive training, in response to the phishing epidemic that today costs
companies millions of dollars annually. It was incubated at the 8200 EISP, the top program for cyber security
ventures, founded by alumni of the Israel Defense Forces’ elite Intelligence Technology unit.
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Contact Information
Evan Goldberg
ARPR
http://www.arpr.com
+1 (855) 300-8209
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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